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Abstract 

Title of Defense: Role of Survivin and Hexokinase II in the regulation of Autophagy and 
Apoptosis in Oral Squamous Cell Carcinoma.  

Name: Prapti Desai, Master of Science, 2012 

Thesis Directed by: Dr. Mark Scheper and Dr. Timothy Meiller, Department of 

Oncology and Diagnostic Sciences, Dental School. 

Survivin, an inhibitor of apoptosis and hexokinase II, a key enzyme in glycolysis are 

under-expressed in normal oral tissue; while they are over-expressed in oral squamous 

cell carcinoma (OSCC). Previous studies in our lab have shown a direct correlation 

between survivin and hexokinase II, using bromo-pyruvic acid, a known hexokinase II 

inhibitor. Additionally, it has also been shown that there is an increase in the expression 

of these two biomarkers with the increase in severity of premalignant lesions. These data 

were obtained from our patient database at Oral Pathology Consultants (OPC) which was 

compared to the Maryland Cancer Registry (MCR) for a cancer match. Based on this 

previous work, we decided to study two of the cancer hallmarks in OSCCs; dysregulation 

of apoptosis and altered cellular metabolism, and molecules associated with them; 

survivin and hexokinase II. Interestingly, survivin was found to be over-expressed in 80% 

of OSCCs. Hence, our hypothesis was that in cells during survivin over-expression, 

treatments with DNA damaging agents will lead to induction of autophagy in OSCCs. To 

prove this hypothesis, two well known DNA damaging drugs, cisplatin and paclitaxel 

were used. The basic aim of the study was to down-regulate survivin and study the effect 

of this down-regulation on autophagy proteins, beclin-1 and mammalian light chain 

protein kinase, LC3 (autophagy marker). Using a premalignant cell line (Leuk-1) and 



 

 

malignant cell lines (SCC 9 and SCC 25), we have shown down-regulation of survivin 

using cisplatin and paclitaxel. Survivin is known to inhibit caspases, hence its down-

regulate is likely to activate the process of apoptosis. Our western blot results represent 

down-regulation of beclin-1 as well as the active form of LC3, LC3-II. However, beclin-1 

forms a complex with anti-apoptotic proteins, Bcl-2/xL and its down-regulation with 

chemotherapeutic drugs disturbs the complex, increasing the loss of mitochondrial 

membrane integrity and ultimately apoptosis. Also, LC3 is a high turn-over protein which 

can be incorrectly reflected on a western blot. However, further validation of the 

processes activated due to beclin-1 and LC3 down-regulation will raises a strong 

possibility of cross-talk between autophagy and apoptosis. Further, literature studies have 

shown that activation of one signaling pathway regulates key players at transcription and 

translational levels, which in turn activate or down-regulate other signaling pathways. 

Our findings support the novel role of the survivin/hexokinase II axis in the regulation of 

autophagy and apoptosis, in both dysplastic oral lesions and in OSCC.  
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CHAPTER 1 

1. Introduction 

Oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) is the most common cancer of head and neck and 

has remarkable incidence worldwide [1]. It is found to be more common in males as 

compared to females. The development of OSCC is a multistep process which is initiated 

by the appearance of premalignant lesions which usually begin in the squamous cells that 

line the inner mucosal layer of the oral cavity [1]. Leukoplakia, appearance of a white 

patch and erythroplakia, a red patch are the most common premalignant lesions that have 

higher malignancy potential [2, 3]. These phenotypic changes are associated with altered 

and dysregulated signaling pathways which often leads to oncogene activation and 

uncontrolled cell growth. In this study, we try to decipher the roles of different players 

which play an important role in apoptosis and autophagy cross talk.  

Programmed cell death (PCD) is a complex phenomena adopted by a cell or a tissue to 

maintain homeostasis within the cell or to maintain a stable cell population within a 

tissue. This is a multi-step process involving a large number of genes and proteins. 

However, members of the inhibitor of apoptosis (IAP) family can counteract the PCD 

pathway since the latter is considered an important defense mechanism against aberrant 

growth of abnormal cells. This equilibrium of cell proliferation and cell death is disrupted 

during tumorigenesis promoting oncogene over-expression which stimulates uncontrolled 

cell proliferation. Understanding the molecular mechanisms involved in homeostatic 

pathways becomes vital in developing potential target therapy/treatment or prognostic 

measures. Two distinct forms of PCD, namely apoptosis and autophagy have been known 

for a long time. So far, apoptosis or PCD type I, remains the most common and well 
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studied form of programmed cell death. However, increasing evidence indicates that 

autophagy or PCD type II is another mechanism adopted by the cells under different 

stress conditions or stimuli.  

Increasing evidence suggests survivin over-expression in OSCC [5]. Moreover, previous 

work done in our lab suggests a strong correlation between severity of a premalignant 

lesion and over-expression of survivin and hexokinase II. Hence, we started our study to 

determine if survivin over-expression made OSCCs more prone to non-apoptotic cell 

death mechanisms. This led us to our hypothesis: “In cells with survivin over-

expression, treatments with DNA damaging agents will lead to induction of autophagy in 

OSCCs”. The basic aims of this hypothesis were to determine a drug concentration 

which down-regulated survivin expression in OSCCs as well as to study the effect of this 

down-regulation at translational and transcriptional level on autophagy proteins, beclin-1 

and LC3. The ultimate objective was to begin the study of cross-talk between apoptosis 

and autophagy.  

1.1 Inhibitor of Apoptosis (IAP) 

Inhibitors of apoptosis are a family of proteins which function as endogenous apoptosis 

inhibitors. Structurally each has at least one baculovirus IAP repeat (BIR) domain which 

is approximately a 70 amino acid zinc finger fold. IAPs were originally discovered in 

baculoviruses by Lois Miller and her colleagues and the X-linked inhibitor of apoptosis 

(XIAP) remains so far the best characterized IAP [4]. The BIR domain enables these 

proteins to bind to activated ‘executioner’ caspases and inhibit apoptosis. Another 

domain found in IAPs is the RING domain which plays a role in ubiquitinylation of 
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target proteins [4]. IAP homologs  have also been found in yeast, flies, nematodes and 

vertebrates [5]. Fig. 1 shows different IAPs and the different domains they are comprised 

of [6].  

 

Figure 1: The inhibitor of apoptosis (IAP) family members: Schematic design of 
different members of inhibitor of apoptosis (IAP) family and different domains they are 
comprised of [6]. 

 

1.2 Survivin (S.V.) 

Discovered in 1997, survivin is a 17 kD smallest known mammalian IAP protein made 

up of 142 amino acids and which comprises of a single BIR domain, but no RING 

domain [5]. Wild type human survivin is encoded by 4 (four) exons and is under-

expressed in normal adult tissue, but its expression is remarkable in transformed cell 

lines. Over-expression of survivin is seen during the G2/M phase of cell division, which 

essentially makes it a mitotic protein [7]. As shown in Fig. 2, survivin is thought to be 

localized at the centromeres of metaphase cells, where it can bind to microtubules 
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through the carboxy-terminal coiled-coil domain and form a complex with Aurora B [8-

11]. It plays an important role during cell division by helping in spindle check point 

regulation for microtubule dynamics at kinetochores and mitosis regulation [12]. It has 

been shown by a number of experiments that survivin prevents normal as well as 

transformed cells from entering the pathway towards apoptosis [13, 14]. Increasing 

evidence suggests the presence of a mitochondrial pool of survivin, where in addition to 

mitosis regulation and inhibition of apoptosis, it performs the function of cytoprotection 

[9]. Survivin in mitochondria is thought to be localized in inter-mitochondrial membrane 

space [15].  

 

 

Figure 2:  Distribution and role of Survivin during cell division: Survivin is known to 
be up-regulated during cell division and it regulates microtubule dynamics by forming 
complex with various proteins and promotes spindle formation [10, 11] 
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1.3 Hexokinase (HK) 

Hexokinase is one of the most important enzymes to initiate the process of glycolysis. It 

plays an important role in catalyzing the essentially irreversible first step of glycolysis, 

phosphorylating glucose into glucose-6-phosphate [16]. Mammals express different 

isoforms of hexokinase (HKI, HKII, HKIII and HKIV) and each is encoded by separate 

genes [17-19].  These isoforms differ from each other in kinetic feature, expression, 

distribution and function [20]. Different from HKIII and HKIV, HKI and HKII can 

directly interact with mitochondria, and therefore these are often known as mitochondrial 

hexokinases [16]. Most normal mammalian tissues express low levels of HKII and it is 

one of many proteins dysregulated and ultimately over-expressed in cancer [21]. Also, 

most of the over expressed HKII is bound to mitochondrial membrane [22, 23]. HKII, 

attached to voltage dependent anion channel (VDAC), is known to play an important role 

in outer mitochondrial membrane (OMM) integrity by preventing the release of 

cytochrome c and Smac [19, 24]. Permeability transition pore (PTP) in the inner 

mitochondrial membrane (IMM) is also thought to play an important role in membrane 

integrity which causes matrix swelling upon disruption [25, 26]. 

1.4 Cisplatin 

A platinum containing compound, known as DNA damaging drug is known to create 

cellular cytotoxicity and is used to treat various types of cancer including metastatic 

tumors [27, 28]. The mode of action of cisplatin involves its interaction with DNA and 

high mobility group proteins (HMG). There are many theories put forth indicating 

facilitated uptake of cisplatin by the cells [28-30]. Once in the cell, cisplatin forms 

adducts with two consecutive guanine bases within DNA strands [29, 31]. This causes 
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chloride concentration to drop and is exchanged for nitrogen atoms of target guanines 

[29, 31]. Thus, the drug undergoes strong hydration to form positively charged active 

species and interacts with cellular nucleophiles [29]. The bond formed by binding of 

cisplatin to nitrogen is stronger as compared to chloride, since nitrogen can balance the 

charge of platinum more effectively. Further, DNA damage is aided by high mobility 

group (HMG) proteins which insert a phenyl group into the DNA bend structure [29, 31].   

1.5 Paclitaxel 

Paclitaxel is another antitumor drug used in cancer chemotherapy to treat different types 

of cancers. It inhibits the mitosis process which interferes with the spindle assembly and 

ultimately the cell division process. Paclitaxel when used in vitro, enhances the 

polymerization of tubulin to stabilize microtubule assembly and interact with the latter. It 

binds to beta subunit of tubulin and polymerizes it [32]. The polymer is stabilized and 

protected from disassembly. These events interfere with the process of mitosis and inhibit 

it. As a result, cell cycle is incomplete which activates mitotic check points and generate 

apoptotic signals leading to cell death [32-35].   

1.6 Bcl-2 family proteins 

There are approximately 14 Bcl-2 family members known so far and they are localized in 

the mitochondria, nucleus and endoplasmic reticulum [22, 36, 37]. Bcl-xL interacts with 

a B-barrel voltage dependent anion channel (VDAC) on the outer mitochondrial 

membrane through its BH4 domain. Bcl-2 family comprises of anti-apoptotic (Bcl-2, Bcl-

xL, Bcl-w, Mcl-1, C. elegans CED-9 etc.) and pro-apoptotic (bax, BAD, Bak, etc.) family 

members [37]. Depending on the number of BH homology domains, pro-apoptotic 
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proteins can be divided into two groups. Those containing two or three BH domains are 

comprised of Bcl-xS, Bok/Mtd and Bcl-GL   where as those with only one short BH3 

domain are comprised of Bad, Bik/Nbk, Blk, Bid, Hrk/DP5, Bim/Bod, Bmf, Noxa, 

Puma/Bbc-3 and C. elegans Egl-1[20, 36-41].  All anti-apoptotic proteins contain three or 

four BH domains which most likely interact with Bax and Bad through BH3 domain. 

Bcl-2 proteins containing BH4 domains interact with other Bcl-2 proteins containing 

BH1, BH2 and BH3 domains [36, 37]. ‘BH3 only’ domain helps in binding BH3 only 

proteins to anti-apoptotic members inactivate them and thereby inducing cell death [39-

41]. It was seen in C. elegans too, that a BH3 only protein, EGL-1 was required for 

programmed cell death initiation [37, 42]. Fig. 3 shows anti- and pro-apoptotic family 

members of Bcl-2 family consisting of different BH domains [43].  

 

Figure 3: Blc-2 family members: Anti-apoptotic proteins which promote cell survival 
and pro-apoptotic proteins which promote apoptosis [44].  
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1.7 Caspases 

Caspases are proteolytic enzymes, which remain dormant as zymogens, but when 

activated by various triggers, further activate pro-caspases to amplify the process of 

apoptosis [1, 6]. Caspases are comprised of a pro-domain, a large and a small subunit. 

Initiator caspases (caspase – 2, 8, 9, 10 etc.) consist of a large prodomain which help 

them interact with other proteins (Apaf-1), whereas effector caspases (caspase – 3, 6, 7 

etc.) have small pro-domains, which help their direct interaction with other caspases. The 

large pro-domain interacts with proteins containing caspase recruitment domain (CARD).  

1.8 Apoptosis 

There is an overlap between apoptosis and necrosis to some extent. Different from  

necrosis, morphologically, apoptosis involves nucleus and cytoplasm condensation, 

nuclear fragmentation, protein damage and cross linking,  DNA fragmentation and 

formation of condensed apoptotic bodies [45].  Understanding of the apoptotic process 

was made possible by the study in C. elegans, which undergo programmed cell death 

during its development process [46]. Apoptosis is an evolutionarily conserved process, 

executed by a family of cysteine-aspartic acid proteases known as caspases [47].  Defects 

in the process of apoptosis causes genetic mutation and cell accumulation.  These genetic 

changes help cancer cells survive in adverse conditions and develop resistance to 

chemotherapy, thus in many cases enhancing the process of metastasis [48]. Apart from 

maintaining homeostasis, apoptosis functions as a defense mechanism in response to 

various external or internal stimuli as well as other disease causing agents [45]. The type 

of stimulus plays a vital role in determining the cell fate. Different cells react differently 

to the same type of cell stimulus, as an example, some hormones or chemotherapeutic 
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drugs can cause death of a specific cell type while not affecting other cell types [45]. 

Depending on the type of stimulus apoptosis can either be extrinsic or intrinsic i.e. within 

mitochondria. Both of the processes involve caspase activation.  

1.9 Extrinsic Apoptotic Pathway  

The extrinsic pathway involves the interaction of transmembrane death receptors of the 

tumor necrosis factor family (TNF) receptor gene superfamily including TNF-related 

apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL). When an extrinsic ligand binds to these receptors an 

intracellular signal is generated which ultimately leads to activation of caspase-8, which 

further activates caspase-3 direclty and stimulates cytochrome c release from the outer 

mitochondrial membrane leading to cell death [49]. 

1.10 Intrinsic Apoptotic pathway 

The intrinsic pathway involves cell death by regulation of Bcl-2 proteins, a family 

comprised of pro- and anti-apoptotic proteins. The pathway is initiated by various stimuli 

(growth factor deprivation, genotoxicity, chemotherapeutic drugs, etc.). Initial events 

include activation of ‘BH3-only’ proteins (example: Bim and Bid), which move to the 

mitochondrial membrane and inactivate Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL, anti-apoptotic proteins. This 

leads to activation of pro-apoptotic proteins, Bax and Bad which release cytochrome c 

from the outer mitochondrial membrane and lead to mitochondrial outer membrane 

permeabilization (MOMP). Caspase-9 and Apaf1 activation lead to formation of 

apoptotic bodies which inactivate inhibitor of apoptosis family proteins (example: 

survivin) and cause cell death [50]. Fig. 4 summarizes extrinsic and intrinsic apoptotic 

pathways.  
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Figure 4: Extrinsic and Intrinsic Apoptotic pathways: Schematic showing activated 
apoptosis pathway via extrinsic or intrinsic apoptotic pathways [51].  

 

1.11 Autophagy (Type II PCD) 

Autophagy involves segregation of parts of cytoplasm and other intracellular organelles 

into double membrane vesicles [52]. It is a catabolic process of “self-eating” described 

first in 1963 by Christian de Duve, which functions to maintain equilibrium within the 

cell, recycle cytoplasmic components as well as cause cell survival under stress 

conditions [52, 53]. Macroautophagy, microautophagy and chaperon mediated autophagy 
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are three different types of autophagy which occur under different conditions. 

Microautophagy involves direct internalization of various cytosol components at the 

surface of the lysosome. Whereas chaperon mediated autophagy occurs for specific 

proteins which contain a pentapeptide motif KFERQ recognized by a 70 kD heat shock 

protein 70 (Hsp70) to direct it to lysosomal degradation [54]. 

Macroautophagy is the most commonly occurring process which involves formation of 

double membrane vesicles called autophagosomes for direct engulfment of cytosol and 

its contents, which then further fuse with the lysosome for degradation [54, 55]. Fig. 5 

provides a summary of the three different types of autophagy which occurs under 

different environmental and stress conditions [56].  

 

 

Figure 5: Types of Autophagy: Macroautophagy is the most common type occurring in 
cells. Microautophagy involves direct fusion with lysosomal membrane and chaperon 
mediated autophagy requires special motif for heat shock protein recognition [57].  
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Macroautophagy a very complex process which is mediated by autophagosome formation 

and involves many ‘autophagy related genes’ or ATG. Approximately, thirty five 

autophagy related genes, which are thought to play an important role in autophagosome 

formation,  have been isolated from yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae [58]. Most functions 

of yeast autophagy are largely conserved in mammals [59]. This process, which is 

morphologically different from apoptosis and necrosis, has different stages including 

induction, cargo recognition, nucleation and expansion of the autophagosome as well as 

docking and fusion with lysosome, where the cargo is broken down to recycle 

macromolecules [56, 60]. The process begins with inhibition of mTOR (mammalian 

target of Rapamycin), which inhibits autophagy by phosphorylating Atg13.  mTOR is a 

serine/threonine protein kinase. Upon dephosphorylation, Atg13 forms a complex with 

Atg1 and the process initiates. Among various initial steps of vesicle nucleation, is the 

activation of mammalian Vps34, which is a class III phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase 

(PI3K); formation Atg1-ULK1 kinase complex; which along with Atg2 and Atg18 help 

in autophagosome formation. PI3-kinase enzymes play a key role in the formation of 

autophagic vesicles. A multi-protein complex formed with beclin-1 (a mammalian 

ortholog of Atg6), UV irradiation resistance-associated tumor suppressor gene (UVRAG) 

and myristylated kinase (Vps15, or p150 in humans), finally activates Vps34. Following 

these events is the phase of vesicle elongation, which requires participation of many 

ubiquitin-like conjugation systems. Atg12 conjugates to Atg5 with the help of Atg7 (E1-

like enzyme) and Atg10 (E2-like enzyme). Atg10 helps in conjugation of 

phosphotidylethanolamine (PE) to LC3 (mammalian light chain protein kinase, a 

mammalian homolog of Atg8) with the help of Atg4 and Atg3. LC3 becomes an 
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important marker of autophagy where the soluble form (LC3-I), upon lipid conjugation is 

converted to active form (LC3-II), which can then readily bind to the vesicle formed. [59-

61].  

The process of autophagy is thought to help tumor cells survive and proliferate by 

providing energy. Cancer cells with defective apoptosis can survive mitochondrial outer 

membrane permeabilization (MOMP) during genotoxic stress, thus escaping cell death. 

They adapt to autophagy during conditions of hypoxia and starvation, when oncogenes 

are active and apoptosis is defective [62-64]. Beclin-1 is most commonly found to be 

inactivated in human cancers, and mouse studies have confirmed that beclin-1 is a haplo 

insufficient tumor suppressor [65, 66]. Other studies have indicated that failure to 

undergo autophagy may favor necrotic cell death or compromise the clearance of dying 

cells. This may exacerbate local inflammation, and favor tumor growth [67]. Some agents 

like genotoxic agents or chemotherapeutic drugs can induce autophagy as the primary 

mechanism of cell death. For example, tamoxifen (in breast cancer) and temozolomide 

(in malignant glioma) have been shown to induce autophagy-like processes in cancer 

cells [68, 69]. Also, it has been shown that 5-FU can induce autophagic cell death in 

PUMA or Bax deficient human colon cancer cells [70]. Increasing evidence shows a 

cross talk between autophagy and apoptosis, both being markedly different processes. 

However, the nature of any stimulus plays a very important role in determining the type 

of cell death pathway that may be taken by the cell. We shall explore this cross talk 

further in the discussion section.  
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1.12 Necrosis 

Necrosis is an energy independent alternative process to apoptosis. It is considered to be 

a less orderly unplanned cell death process [71]. However, the phenomenon of 

programmed necrosis is termed as necroptosis. It is understood that necrosis involves 

death of a large number of cells, whereas apoptosis is a controlled process which affects 

comparatively fewer cells at the same time. A cell undergoing necrosis typically shows 

cell swelling formation of cytoplasmic vacuoles, damaged or ruptured endoplasmic 

reticulum, mitochondria, lysosome and disrupted cell membrane [45, 72-75].  
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CHAPTER 2 

Materials and Methods 

Immunohistochemistry and Tumor Scores: 

Paraffin-embedded archival tissue sections of tumor samples were deparaffinized, 

immersed in ethanol 100% and 95%, and heated for antigen retrieval in 0.01 M citrate 

buffer for 25 minutes in a pressure cooker inside a microwave oven. After dehydration in 

hydrogen peroxide, the sections were incubated with primary antibodies at room 

temperature for 1 hour. The applied antibody was a monoclonal beclin-1 and LC3 

antibody (Cell Signaling) diluted at 1:500, monoclonal survivin antibody (Abcam) 

diluted at 1:100, or Ki-67 antibody (Dako, Carpinteria, CA) diluted at 1:150. Standard 

streptavidin-biotin-peroxidase complex method was employed to bind to the primary 

antibody along with multilink concentrated biotinylated anti-IgG as secondary antibody. 

Reaction products were visualized by counterstaining with the 3, 3′-diaminobenzidine 

reagent set (Kirkegaard and Perry Laboratories, Gaithersburg, MD). Sections were 

counterstained with hematoxylin. As a negative control, sections were treated with PBS, 

with the omission of the primary antibody. Additionally, tumors were stained with Harris' 

hematoxylin (Harleco, Kansas City, MO) and eosin (Sigma Chemical Co.) for 

microscopic evaluation. 

Archival tissue convenience sample was identified based upon histological diagnosis 

from the University of Maryland, Baltimore, Department of Oncology and Diagnostic 

Sciences.  Immunostains were reviewed by two independent evaluators. 
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Immunohistochemical reactivity for beclin-1, survivin, or LC3 was graded according to 

the percentage of positive tumor cells (0, 0%; 1, < 20%; 2, 20–50%; 3, > 50%) and 

intensity of staining (-, no staining; w, weak; m, moderate; s, strong) compared to 

negative control tissues (Quality and quantity of stain). Paraffin embedded tissue samples 

were classified into normal, acanthosis-hyperkeratosis, mild-moderate dysplasia, sever 

dysplasia-carcinoma in situ specimens. Also, expression levels were determined both 

quantitatively and qualitatively for comparison to the demographic data of age, sex, race, 

alcohol and tobacco use.  

Cell Lines and Cell Culture 

All experiments were performed using an established human keratinocyte cell line 

(HaCat) and human squamous cell carcinoma (SCC 9 & 25) cell lines (donated by Dr. 

Silvio Gutkind; National Institutes of Health and John Sauk; University of Maryland, 

respectively), which were selected as cells ideal to represent the process in the oral 

mucosa. Cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) with 

10% fetal bovine serum, 100 units of penicillin, 100 µg/ml streptomycin or 1:1 mix of 

Ham’s F12 and Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) with 10% fetal bovine 

serum, 100 units of penicillin, 100 µg/ml streptomycin and 0.4 g/ml of hydrocortisone 

(Sigma Chemical Company, St. Louis, MO), respectively.  

Normal oral keratinocytes (NOK) and Leukoplakias (Leuk-1) cells were expanded and 

passaged in keratinocyte serum-free medium (Gibco/Invitrogen; 10725-018). This 

medium was supplemented with BPE (25 ug/ml), epidermal growth factor (0.2 ng/ml), 

CaCl2 (0.4 mM) and 1% penicillin-streptomycin.  
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The cells were cultured at 37°C in a 5% CO2 air atmosphere until confluent and sub-

cultured using a disaggregation assay with Trypsin (0.1%) and EDTA (0.01%) in PBS 

(pH 7.5).  

Drug Treatment: 

Cells were grown in 6-well culture dishes at 5 x 104 cells/well and grown to 80% 

confluence. The cells were then either left untreated or treated with either cisplatin or 

paclitaxel for 24 hours. Cisplatin concentrations of 33.15 µM, 36.45 µM and 41.4 µM and 

paclitaxel concentrations of 0.29 µM, 0, 59 µM and 0.70 µM were used.  

Western blot 

Following the drug treatments with cisplatin and paclitaxel as described above, cells were 

incubated and washed twice with ice-cold PBS, followed by lysis using 

Radioimmunoprecipation Assay Buffer [50 µmol/L Tris (pH 7.4), 150 µmol/L NaCl, 1% 

triton X-100, 1% deoxycholic acid, sodium salt, 0.1% sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS), 100 

µg/mL phenylmethysulfonyl flouride, 1 µg/mL aprotinin, 1 mmol/L dichloro-diphenyl-

trichloroethane (DDT), and 1 mmol/L sodium orthovanadate] for 10 minutes at 4°C. The 

cells were scraped from the wells and the recovered cell products centrifuged at 40,000g 

for 15 minutes at 4°C. The recovered proteins were measured and equalized using the 

Bio-Rad Protein Assay (Bio-Rad Labs, Richmond, CA) per the manufacturer's 

instructions. Proteins were resolved by 10% SDS-PAGE, transferred to Bio-Rad 

nitrocellulose membranes (0.45 µm), and probed with survivin polyclonal antibody at 

0.97 mg/ml (Abcam, Cambridge, U.K.), polyclonal antibodies for autophagy protein 
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beclin-1 at 1.17mg/ml and autophagy marker LC3 (mammalian light chain protein 

kinase, a mammalian homolog of Atg8) at 0.2mg/ml (cell signaling, MA) and compared 

to control untreated cells. Blots were stripped (20 mmol/L dithiothreitol, 2% SDS, and 

67.5 mmol/L Tris-HCl [pH 6.7]) and then reprobed with β-Actin antibody (1:500 

dilution; Sigma). The blots were visualized using visualized using the Western 

Lightening Chemiluminescence Reagent Plus (Thermo scientific) 

Reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction 

After the various treatments described above, cells were incubated and washed twice with 

PBS, followed by lysis using trypsin (0.1%) and EDTA (0.01%) in PBS at pH 7.5. Total 

RNA was isolated using Trizol reagent (BRL/Life Technologies). The concentration of 

RNA was determined using spectrophotometry. Reverse-transcription polymerase chain 

reaction (PCR) was then performed using S1000 Thermal Cycler (Bio Rad) protocols to 

estimate the mRNA levels of survivin, beclin-1 and LC3. The amplification process 

included 30 minutes at 48°C and 10 minutes at 95°C, followed by 40 cycles of 15 s at 

95°C and 1 minute at 60°C. The forward and reverse primers were selected using Primer 

Express software (PE Biosystems, Foster City, CA) as follows:  

Beclin-1: 5′-AGGAACTCACAGCTCCATTAC-3′ 

                5′-AATGGCTCCTCTCCTGAGTT-3′   

Survivin: 5-TTCAATGCATCAAAGCTACTGACA-3  

                5-CAGAGATAGTTGAACTCTGTTGCATTC-3.   
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LC3:        5′-CAACAAGCTTCGATGCCGTCGGAGAAGACC-3′  

                5′-CAATAGATCTCGAGCGGCCGCTTACACTGACAATTTCATCCCG-3′.  
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CHAPTER 3 

Results 

Despite worldwide research attempts to treat cancer successfully and consistently, it 

remains the most mysterious disease. According to Maryland Cancer Registry (MCR), 

oral cancer is the eighth most common cancer in men.  Results shown in this section are 

based on previous research done on oral squamous cell carcinoma. We started our study 

of oral cancer: (a) to study and find the number of lesions we predicted that went on to 

developing cancer, and (b) to understand the development of this cancer further at 

molecular level and design early preventive measures for its treatment.   

3.1 Increase in severity of lesion indicates a greater malignancy potential 

Severity of premalignant lesions is based on the morphological changes seen in the oral 

mucosa along with the underlying changes. Leukoplakia (white unscrapable patch) and 

erythroplakia (red patches) are the most commonly encountered premalignant lesions.  

Hence, our study started with screening of patient data at UMB Oral Pathology 

Consultants (OPC). We identified a total of 45,302 cases in our database from the year 

1997 through 2011 out of which a total of 3376 premalignant conditions were 

determined. Table 1 illustrates the classification of different lesions along with the 

number of patients in each group. These lesions were classified as: acanthosis (benign 

lesion), mild, moderate and severe dysplasia (benign or malignant lesions) and carcinoma 

in situ (an early form of cancer which lack tissue invasion) and finally squamous cell 

carcinoma.  
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Year Acanthosis 

Hyperpara 

keratosis 

Hyperortho 

keratosis 

Hyper 

keratosis 

Mild 

Dysplasia 

Moderate 

Dysplasia 

Severe 

Dysplasia 

Carcinoma 

In Situ 

Sq. Cell 

Carcinoma 

1997 109 80 103 15 23 13 9 2 41 

1998 95 80 90 6 18 10 15 10 52 

1999 103 74 85 7 17 12 9 4 69 

2000 75 78 80 3 12 8 7 3 64 

2001 129 89 90 12 19 10 8 6 97 

2002 178 112 107 10 20 11 12 6 91 

2003 138 88 98 4 16 25 9 8 87 

2004 133 95 94 3 9 8 12 7 56 

2005 132 117 78 5 26 12 13 12 71 

2006 139 84 97 2 16 18 11 2 65 

2007 170 118 105 7 26 19 14 4 69 

2008 130 120 102 0 32 14 10 6 83 

2009 86 78 51 3 19 7 8 1 36 

2010 142 131 75 5 51 36 17 2 80 

2011 114 111 63 0 40 23 14 4 82 
 

 

 Table 1: Pre-malignant and malignant epithelial lesions. Oral Pathology/Oral 
Medicine Acquisitions:  Figures indicate number of patients with different lesions from 
1997 through 2011. (CIS - Carcinoma in Situ, SCC - Squamous Cell Carcinoma) 

 

Premalignant data were matched with the MCR database for cancer matches and the 

preliminary data obtained consisted of 659 cases with a cancer match (19.5%) where as 

2712 cases had no cancer match (80.5%). These cancer matches were grouped into 

various premalignant lesions that had the potential to progress to cancer development. 

We observed that with increase in severity of a lesion there was a greater malignancy 

potential, e.g. 3.7% of patients with acanthosis where as 59% of patients with 

carcinoma in-situ developed cancer. Fig. 6 shows the MCR cancer match of patients 

with different premalignant lesions that developed cancer.  



 

Figure 6: Classification and Cancer match for Oral Pathology 
(OPC – Oral Pathology Consultants) 
from left to right) 

 

3.2 Expression of Survivin

Another previously established work included 

(IHC SV) on patient samples from each group of premalignant lesion. 

(Hematoxylin and Eosin) staining for different premalignant lesions (A through F) and 

IHC (immunohistochemistry)

increase in severity of lesions positively correlated with increase in survivin staining. 
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Classification and Cancer match for Oral Pathology Consultants cases
Oral Pathology Consultants) (Pink triangle shows increase in severity of lesions 

Survivin proteins increases with increase in severity of lesion

Another previously established work included immunohistochemistry study for survivin 

(IHC SV) on patient samples from each group of premalignant lesion. Fig. 7

(Hematoxylin and Eosin) staining for different premalignant lesions (A through F) and 

(immunohistochemistry) staining for survivin (G through L). It was seen that 

increase in severity of lesions positively correlated with increase in survivin staining. 

Consultants cases 
(Pink triangle shows increase in severity of lesions 

proteins increases with increase in severity of lesion 

immunohistochemistry study for survivin 

Fig. 7 shows H&E 

(Hematoxylin and Eosin) staining for different premalignant lesions (A through F) and 

vin (G through L). It was seen that 

increase in severity of lesions positively correlated with increase in survivin staining.  
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Figure 7: Increase in Survivin staining with increase in severity of premalignant 
lesions:  (A-F) H&E staining for premalignant lesions with increasing severity from left 
to right. (G-L) IHC for survivin which increases with increase in severity of lesions. A 
and G shows acanthosis, B and H  shows hyperkeratosis, C and I  shows mild dysplasia, 
D and J shows moderate dysplasia, E and K shows severe dysplasia and F and L shows 
carcinoma in situ. (Pink triangle shows increase in severity of lesions from left to right) 

 

Similarly, IHC mean scores for hexokinase II and survivin as well as in situ hybridization 

for survivin (ISH SV) were given for different lesions. As seen in Table 2, there was an 

increase in the mean scores for IHC HK2, IHC SV and ISH SV with an increase in 

severity of lesions, e.g. while the IHC SV for acanthosis was 0.61, IHC SV for carcinoma 

in situ was 5.94. 

 

H&E 

IHC  



 

 Table 2: Increase in expression (mean scores) of
Survivin and Hexokinase II with severity of lesions:
II and survivin, and ISH for survivin for different types of premalignant lesio
(No=Number of patients, IHC 
triangle shows increase in severity of lesions from top to bottom.)

 

3.3 Down-regulation of Hexokinase II with bromo

expression  

Additional work was done on survivin and hexokinase II previously to determine if any 

consistent correlation of their regulation exists.  

pyruvate, a synthetic brominated derivative of pyruvic

regulate hexokinase II [1]. 

BrPA in premalignant and malignant cell lines, lead to an increase in survivin expression 

followed by its eventual down
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: Increase in expression (mean scores) of
Survivin and Hexokinase II with severity of lesions: IHC mean scores for hexokinase 
II and survivin, and ISH for survivin for different types of premalignant lesio
(No=Number of patients, IHC – Immunohistochemistry, ISH- In situ hybridization) 
triangle shows increase in severity of lesions from top to bottom.) 

of Hexokinase II with bromo-pyruvic acid alters Survivin 

nal work was done on survivin and hexokinase II previously to determine if any 

consistent correlation of their regulation exists.  Bromo-pyruvic acid (3-BrPA) or bromo

pyruvate, a synthetic brominated derivative of pyruvic acid, is commonly used to down 

regulate hexokinase II [1]. It was previously seen that inhibition of hexokinase II with 

BrPA in premalignant and malignant cell lines, lead to an increase in survivin expression 

down-regulation in a time dependent manner (Fig. 8

 

: Increase in expression (mean scores) of 
IHC mean scores for hexokinase 

II and survivin, and ISH for survivin for different types of premalignant lesions.  
In situ hybridization) (Pink 

pyruvic acid alters Survivin 

nal work was done on survivin and hexokinase II previously to determine if any 

BrPA) or bromo-

acid, is commonly used to down 

It was previously seen that inhibition of hexokinase II with 

BrPA in premalignant and malignant cell lines, lead to an increase in survivin expression 

Fig. 8)   



 

   

Figure 8: Inhibitor of Hexokinase II causes a time dependent effect on expression of 
Survivin: Western blot analysis shows that inhibition of hexokinase II caused an increase 
in survivin expression followed by its 
Premalignant (L-1) and malignant cells (SCC
BrPA for given time period. 

 

3.4 Treatment with DNA damaging agents 

The results described above formed the basis of our further studies conducted at 

molecular level. We used two well known chemotherapeutic drugs, cisplatin and 

paclitaxel to down-regulate

ultimately cell apoptosis, paclitaxel interferes with microtubule assembly during cell 

division. Drug concentrations that would 

set of experiments. Fig. 9

paclitaxel in a dose dependent manner in malignant SCC cell lines. 
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Inhibitor of Hexokinase II causes a time dependent effect on expression of 
Western blot analysis shows that inhibition of hexokinase II caused an increase 

in survivin expression followed by its down-regulation in a time dependent manner
1) and malignant cells (SCC-9 and SCC-4) were treated with 250 

BrPA for given time period.  

3.4 Treatment with DNA damaging agents down-regulate Survivin expression

The results described above formed the basis of our further studies conducted at 

molecular level. We used two well known chemotherapeutic drugs, cisplatin and 

regulate survivin. While cisplatin causes DNA cross linking and 

l apoptosis, paclitaxel interferes with microtubule assembly during cell 

division. Drug concentrations that would down-regulate survivin were determined by a 

Fig. 9 shows down-regulation of survivin with both cisplatin and 

a dose dependent manner in malignant SCC cell lines.  

 

Inhibitor of Hexokinase II causes a time dependent effect on expression of 
Western blot analysis shows that inhibition of hexokinase II caused an increase 

in a time dependent manner. 
4) were treated with 250 µM 

Survivin expression 

The results described above formed the basis of our further studies conducted at 

molecular level. We used two well known chemotherapeutic drugs, cisplatin and 

survivin. While cisplatin causes DNA cross linking and 

l apoptosis, paclitaxel interferes with microtubule assembly during cell 

survivin were determined by a 

of survivin with both cisplatin and 



 

Figure 9: Down-regulation
in malignant SCC cell lines. 
(untreated conditions), survivin level
when treated with cisplatin or paclitaxel. SCC9 and SCC25 cells were treated with 
various concentrations of mentioned drugs for 24 hours following which whole cell 
lysates were monitored for survivin levels. 
 

 

3.5 Treatment with DNA damaging agents decreases Beclin

expression 

As mentioned earlier, both beclin

that in premalignant and malignant SCC cell lines, in addition to 

survivin, levels of beclin

DNA damaging agents 

observed a  decrease in the expression of the active isoform; LC3

treatment.  
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regulation of Survivin upon treatment with DNA damaging agents 
in malignant SCC cell lines. Western blot analysis shows as compared to control 
(untreated conditions), survivin levels are down-regulated in a dose dependent manner 
when treated with cisplatin or paclitaxel. SCC9 and SCC25 cells were treated with 
various concentrations of mentioned drugs for 24 hours following which whole cell 
lysates were monitored for survivin levels. β-Actin is used as internal loading control.  

3.5 Treatment with DNA damaging agents decreases Beclin-1 and active LC3 

As mentioned earlier, both beclin-1 and LC3 are pro-autophagic proteins. We observed 

that in premalignant and malignant SCC cell lines, in addition to down

survivin, levels of beclin-1 and LC3 were also down-regulated following treatment with

DNA damaging agents (Fig. 10). As compared to control (untreated conditions), we 

observed a  decrease in the expression of the active isoform; LC3-II, following drug 

   

of Survivin upon treatment with DNA damaging agents 
Western blot analysis shows as compared to control 

d in a dose dependent manner 
when treated with cisplatin or paclitaxel. SCC9 and SCC25 cells were treated with 
various concentrations of mentioned drugs for 24 hours following which whole cell 

Actin is used as internal loading control.   

1 and active LC3 

autophagic proteins. We observed 

down-regulation of 

d following treatment with 

. As compared to control (untreated conditions), we 

II, following drug 



 

Figure 10: Down-regulation
treatment with DNA damaging agents in premalignant and malignant SCC cell 
lines: Western blot analysis shows as compared to control (untreated conditions), beclin
1 and LC3 levels are down
and L-1 cell lines were treated with cisplatin (41.4 
following which whole cell lysates were monitored for mentioned protein levels. 
is used as internal loading control.   

 

3.6 Drug treatments do not 

We next observed that the decrease in beclin

treatment was not at transcription level. RT

treatment with either cisplat

malignant cell lines (SCC9 and SCC25). Similar results in these cells were also observed 

for expression of beclin-1 and LC3 transcript following drug treatment 
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regulation of Beclin-1 and LC3 as compared to control, follo
treatment with DNA damaging agents in premalignant and malignant SCC cell 

: Western blot analysis shows as compared to control (untreated conditions), beclin
down-regulated when treated with cisplatin or paclitaxel. SCC25 

1 cell lines were treated with cisplatin (41.4 µM) or paclitaxel (0.59 
following which whole cell lysates were monitored for mentioned protein levels. 
is used as internal loading control.    

Drug treatments do not down-regulate LC3, Beclin-1 and Survivin transcripts

We next observed that the decrease in beclin-1, LC3 and survivin levels following drug 

treatment was not at transcription level. RT-PCR analysis demonstrated that, following 

treatment with either cisplatin or paclitaxel mRNA expression of survivin is unaltered in 

malignant cell lines (SCC9 and SCC25). Similar results in these cells were also observed 

1 and LC3 transcript following drug treatment (Fig. 11)

1 and LC3 as compared to control, following 
treatment with DNA damaging agents in premalignant and malignant SCC cell 

: Western blot analysis shows as compared to control (untreated conditions), beclin-
d when treated with cisplatin or paclitaxel. SCC25 

M) or paclitaxel (0.59 µM) for 24 hrs 
following which whole cell lysates were monitored for mentioned protein levels. β-Actin 

1 and Survivin transcripts 

1, LC3 and survivin levels following drug 

PCR analysis demonstrated that, following 

in or paclitaxel mRNA expression of survivin is unaltered in 

malignant cell lines (SCC9 and SCC25). Similar results in these cells were also observed 

(Fig. 11) 



 

Figure 11: Unaltered transcript levels following tr
agents: RT-PCR analysis shows, when compared to control (untreated conditions), 
transcript levels of LC3, beclin
lines following treatment with c
treated with various doses of cisplatin or paclitaxel for 24 hrs following which mRNA 
transcript levels of mentioned proteins were analysed. 
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transcript levels following treatment with DNA damaging 
PCR analysis shows, when compared to control (untreated conditions), 

transcript levels of LC3, beclin-1 and survivin remain unaltered in malignant SCC cell 
lines following treatment with cisplatin or paclitaxel. SCC 25 and SCC 9 cells were 
treated with various doses of cisplatin or paclitaxel for 24 hrs following which mRNA 
transcript levels of mentioned proteins were analysed.  

 

 

tment with DNA damaging 
PCR analysis shows, when compared to control (untreated conditions), 

1 and survivin remain unaltered in malignant SCC cell 
isplatin or paclitaxel. SCC 25 and SCC 9 cells were 

treated with various doses of cisplatin or paclitaxel for 24 hrs following which mRNA 
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CHAPTER 4 

Discussion 

Oral squamous cell Carcinoma (OSCC) is the most common type of Head and Neck 

Cancer (90%). It usually begins in the squamous cells which line the inner mucosal layer 

of head and neck tissues. OSCC can develop in any region of the oral cavity including 

tongue, floor of mouth, lips, as well as hard and soft palate [1]. Leukoplakia (white non-

scrapable white patch) and erythroplakia (red lesions) are the most common premalignant 

lesions in patients with OSCC whereas, other symptoms also include jaw swelling, sores 

or wounds that does not heal, a lump or thickened skin and bleeding in the mouth. 

Erythroplakia has higher malignancy potential (75% to 90%) as compared to leukoplakia 

(5% to 25%) [2, 3]. Some common phenotypic changes which are considered 

premalignant conditions and may lead to OSCC include, acanthosis, hyperkeratosis, mild, 

moderate and severe dysplasia and carcinoma in situ.  

Dysregulation of apoptosis and autophagy plays a significant role in squamous cell 

carcinoma development. Our study of OSCC started with the screening of patient 

database from 1997 through 2011 at UMB Oral Pathology Consultants (OPC). Out of 

45,302 cases obtained from OPC database, around 3000 premalignant cases were sent to 

Maryland Cancer Registry (MCR) for cancer match. Identified 659 matches were 

grouped into premalignant lesions that were initially present and had progressed to cancer 

development (Fig. 6). It was observed that increase in severity of premalignant lesion 

was proportional to an increase in malignancy potential.  
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Tumor development is a multistep process which is well characterized by different 

hallmarks of cancer such as evading apoptosis, self-sufficiency in growth signals, 

insensitivity to anti-growth signals, tissue invasion and metastasis, limitless replicative 

potential as well as sustained angiogenesis [76]. However, recent studies have also 

indicated up-regulated glycolysis in cancer cells [19, 77-79]. Glycolytic pathway is a rich 

source of the precursors required for biosynthesis of key metabolites such as nucleic 

acids [77, 78]. Hsu, P et al. in 2008 have added ‘alteration in cellular metabolism’ as one 

of the hallmarks of cancer to the existing six hallmarks. We decided to study two of the 

cancer hallmarks; evading apoptosis and altered cellular metabolism, and molecules 

associated with them; survivin and hexokinase II respectively in OSCCs. 

Chemotherapeutic stressors were selected to determine if any relationship exists in the  

cross-talk of these two processes.  

In 1997, Bustamante and Pedersen showed the importance of first step in glycolytic 

pathway where glucose is phosphorylated to form glucose-6-phosphate.  The enzyme 

hexokinase II plays a critical role in catalysis of this step [80]. Hence we chose 

hexokinase II as a marker to study the glycolytic pathway.  

Apart from glycolysis up-regulation, OSCCs also show resistance to apoptosis. One of 

the reasons contributing to this phenomenon is up-regulation of survivin, a known 

inhibitor of apoptosis. Survivin is reported to be up-regulated in 80% of OSCCs. [81, 82].  

Previously established IHC (immunohistochemistry) and ISH (in situ hybridization) work 

in our lab for both survivin and hexokinase II indicated an increased expression of these 

markers that correlated with an increase in severity of premalignant lesions (Fig. 7, Table 
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2). Moreover, we observed a possible crosslink between survivin and hexokinase II as 

seen by a transient increase in survivin expression followed by its time dependent down-

regulation in OSCC cell lines treated with hexokinase II inhibitor, BrPA (Fig. 8). One 

possible explanation for this expression pattern is that following the spread of stress 

signals across the cell in response to treatment with BrPA, cells trigger pro-survival 

pathways, indicated by increased synthesis of survivin. However, if the stress remains 

unmitigated, it switches from cytoprotective to destructive pathways, indicated by 

eventual decrease in survivin levels allowing apoptosis to proceed or switch to 

autophagy.  

These observations raised an important question: Does over-expression of survivin make 

OSCCs more prone to non-apoptotic cell death mechanism? The basis of this question 

relies on the cell death hierarchy adopted by cells in which cells preliminarily depend on 

apoptotic cell death mechanism upon stress induction. However, when this pathway is 

down-regulated or blocked, autophagic death mechanism is likely to be triggered. This 

led us to hypothesize that, in OSCCs with survivin over-expression, treatment with DNA 

damaging agents leads to the induction of autophagy. We used two well known 

chemotherapeutic drugs, cisplatin and paclitaxel to down-regulate survivin in OSCC cell 

lines. These drugs were used to study the effect of survivin down-regulation on 

autophagy proteins, LC3 and beclin-1.  

Treatment of premalignant and malignant cell lines with cisplatin or paclitaxel for 24 

hours, decreased survivin protein expression (Fig. 9). Interestingly enough, survivin is 

known to inhibit caspases and keep a check on apoptosis [14]. Independent studies have 

shown that survivin down-regulation can abolish its inhibitory effect on caspases. Hence, 



 

we propose that treatment with chemotherapeutic drugs could induce apoptosis in

cells.   

Beclin-1 is a Bcl-2 binding protein which complexes via its BH3 domain to Bcl

xL (anti-apoptotic proteins) and keeps it active. When beclin

would disrupt the Belcin

anti-apoptotic proteins leading to their inactivation, loss of mitochondrial membrane 

permeability, release of cytochrome c and apoptosis 

survivin, beclin-1 levels were also 

chemotherapeutic agents, which as explained above is likely to activate apoptosis.

 

 

Figure 12: Apoptosis activation due to destabilizatio

[83] 

When autophagy is activated, LC3

during active autophagy, LC3

are down-regulated. However, it is known that levels of LC3
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we propose that treatment with chemotherapeutic drugs could induce apoptosis in

2 binding protein which complexes via its BH3 domain to Bcl

apoptotic proteins) and keeps it active. When beclin-1 is down

would disrupt the Belcin-1-Bcl-2/xL complex. This is followed by pho

apoptotic proteins leading to their inactivation, loss of mitochondrial membrane 

permeability, release of cytochrome c and apoptosis (Fig. 12). Interestingly, in addition to 

1 levels were also down-regulated following 

chemotherapeutic agents, which as explained above is likely to activate apoptosis.

Apoptosis activation due to destabilization of Beclin-1-Bcl

When autophagy is activated, LC3-I gets cleaved to LC3-II (active isoform). Thus, 

during active autophagy, LC3-II levels show gradual up-regulation where as LC3

d. However, it is known that levels of LC3-II do not always correctly 

we propose that treatment with chemotherapeutic drugs could induce apoptosis in OSCC 

2 binding protein which complexes via its BH3 domain to Bcl-2 or Bcl-

down-regulated, it 

2/xL complex. This is followed by phosphorylation of 

apoptotic proteins leading to their inactivation, loss of mitochondrial membrane 

. Interestingly, in addition to 

d following treatment with 

chemotherapeutic agents, which as explained above is likely to activate apoptosis. 

 

Bcl-2/xL complex 

II (active isoform). Thus, 

where as LC3-I levels 

II do not always correctly 



 

reflect autophagy. Mizushima N and Yoshimori T., in 2007 have given an understanding 

of autophagic flux and its measurement in their review article 

despite down-regulation 

autophagy is activated under stress conditions. Their experimental design included 

of LC3-II levels in MEF cells when starved.  Following starvation, both LC3

II levels were down-regulate

further treatment with lysosomal protease inhibitors such as E64d and pepstatin

western blot analysis showed increased and decreased expression of  LC3

respectively, indicative of active autophagy 

absence of LC3-II expression (prior to inhibitor treatment), yet active autophagy

rapid turnover. However, inhibitors prevent LC3

western blot.    

 Figure 13: Expression levels of LC3

’07) 

We observed down-regulation

or paclitaxel as compared to control untreated cells 

above, such a down-regulation
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reflect autophagy. Mizushima N and Yoshimori T., in 2007 have given an understanding 

of autophagic flux and its measurement in their review article [84]. They showed that 

 of LC3-II levels as seen in a conventional western blot, 

autophagy is activated under stress conditions. Their experimental design included 

II levels in MEF cells when starved.  Following starvation, both LC3

regulated as observed on a western blot (Fig. 13)

further treatment with lysosomal protease inhibitors such as E64d and pepstatin

western blot analysis showed increased and decreased expression of  LC3

respectively, indicative of active autophagy (Fig. 13). A plausible explanation for the 

II expression (prior to inhibitor treatment), yet active autophagy

rapid turnover. However, inhibitors prevent LC3-II degradation and thus can be seen on a 

 

Expression levels of LC3-I and LC3-II during starvation (

regulation of LC3-II levels upon drug treatment with either cisplatin 

or paclitaxel as compared to control untreated cells (Fig. 10). However, as explained 

regulation needs further validation to confirm autophagy 

reflect autophagy. Mizushima N and Yoshimori T., in 2007 have given an understanding 
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Autophagy and apoptosis cross talk is now a more likely phenomenon as we come to 

better understanding of roles of the many genes and proteins as well as regulators of these 

proteins in tumorigenesis. It is established in the literature that when either  apoptosis or 

autophagy is suppressed, the other process is activated [85]. This decision of selecting 

apoptosis or autophagy by the cell depends on Bcl-2 family proteins, p53 and many other 

key players as well as the type and duration of stimulus.  

Bak and bax, two multi domain proteins of the Bcl-2 family play an important role in 

mitochondrial outer membrane permeabilization commonly known as MOMP. The 

importance of these proteins in apoptosis has been shown by Shimizu and colleagues in 

MEF cell line where double knock out Bax -/- Bak-/- mice could not undergo apoptosis 

upon exposure to DNA damaging agent (etoposide), but still showed program cell death 

which was induced by increased  autophagy and ultimately cell death [80].  Likewise 

when beclin-1 and ATG5 genes were knockdown in Bax-/-Bak-/- MEFs, there was a 

reduction in cell death upon stimulation with DNA damaging agents [80, 86]. This could 

imply that proteins like Bax and Bak have added roles in regulating autophagy directly or 

indirectly to their normal roles of apoptosis regulation. However, it has been shown by 

Gonzalez-Polo, R. A. et al. that when HeLa or HCT116 cancer cells are devoid of 

nutrients, the process of autophagy is activated to promote cell survival by recycling 

essential metabolites and when autophagy is inhibited at early or later stages, it leads to 

apoptosis because the cells can no more recycle nutrients to help cell survival. DNA 

damage beyond repair determines the cell fate to resort to apoptosis. 

Beclin-1 is known to possess cell survival functions against several stimuli which is why 

despite its binding to the BH3 receptor domain of Bcl-2 or Bcl-xL, it does not induce 
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apoptosis. When there is a sustained apoptotic signal, caspases cleave beclin-1 to 

generate two fragments, N and C. Thus, beclin-1 loses its ability to induce autophagy and 

so do these fragments. Interestingly, Wirawan et al. (2010) have shown that the c 

terminal end of cleaved beclin-1 translocates to mitochondria from the cytosol, where it 

activates apoptosis. Also, apoptosis induced by Bax reduces autophagy due to cleavage of 

beclin-1 by caspases. All of these events lead to inactivation of autophagy.  

However, it should be noted that beclin-1 might require other regulatory factors to 

inactivate Bcl-2 proteins upon its physical interaction and induce apoptosis. Thus, several 

studies indicate that inhibition of autophagy can lead to induction of apoptosis and vice-

versa [87].  

Other important players connecting autophagy and apoptosis are Atg4D and Atg5 which 

along with beclin-1 gets cleaved upon caspase activation and inhibit autophagy [88]. 

Damage-regulated autophagy modulator (DRAM) has also shown to play an important 

role in p53 dependent induction of autophagy [87]. Another regulator of autophagy is 

Death-associated protein kinase 1 (DAPK-1) which phosphorylates beclin-1, disturbs its 

complex with anti-apoptotic proteins (Bcl-2/xL) and induce apoptosis or autophagy [52, 

85, 89].  p53 is found to play another important role in transactivating pro-apoptotic 

members of Bcl-2 and BH3 only proteins. The latter leads to destabilization of beclin-1 

and anti-apoptotic protein complex, which leads to autophagy induction [52, 85, 89].  

We have shown down-regulation of survivin using chemotherapeutic drugs and its effects 

on beclin-1 and LC3 which suggests a link between autophagy and apoptosis. However, 

we need to perform certain crucial experiments which will validate our hypothesis and 
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examine other key players involved in this cross talk. Future work in our lab includes 

survivin down-regulation using siRNA to replicate the effects seen with 

chemotherapeutic drugs. Confirming the type of cell death in such treated cells using 

inhibitors for autophagy or apoptosis will further elucidate the crosstalk between the two 

processes. Moreover, mitochondrial isolation could confirm a relationship between 

survivin and hexokinase II as well as reveal other signaling pathways.  
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